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THE LOWER-HYBRID-DRIFT INSTABILITY AS A SOURCE OF ANOMALOUS 
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Abstract. It is shown that the lower-hybrid- 
drift instability can be unstable over a large 
region of the magnetotail where collisionless 
reconnection is expected to occurø For typical 
quiescent tail parameters the instability thresh- 
old is much lower than the ion acoustic insta- 

bility. Preliminary considerations indicate 
that it can produce anomalous resistivity sub- 
stantially larger than classical• reconnection 
rates of the order 10 -1 VA• electromagnetic 
noise is the frequency range mLH < m << Qe and 
field aligned relativistic electron fluxesø 

Introduction 

Magnetic field reconnection is one of the 
most fascinating and important aspects of mag- 
netospheric and space physics. It is believed 
to be responsible for the rapid release of 
energy stored in the magnetic field that pro- 
duces dissipative events, such as solar flares 
and magnetospheric substorms. While substantial 
progress has been achieved in understanding the 
process on the macroscopic level (Vasyliuna$, 
19%•)• key processes related to the microscopic 
interactions have been inadequately identified. 
Since Coulomb collisions cannot provide suffi- 
ciently rapid field dissipation in low density 
space plasmas, these microscopic processes are 
crucial in determining both the time scale and 
the size of the regions where energy can be 
released. Coroniti and Eviatar (19%6) elabo- 
rated on earlier suggestions (Syrovatskii, 1972) 
that the unmagnetized ion acoustic instability 
can provide the necessary "anomalous" resisti- 
vity (Papadop0ulos , 19%%), and produced a rather 
comprehensive reconnection model. However• the 
ion acoustic instability has several limitations 
since it is operative only very close to the 
neutral line • (c/m ) and strong currents are 
required to excite •. The purpose of this 
letter is to demonstrate that for realistic 

magnetic field and density profiles, cross-field 
current driven instabilities of the lower-hybrid- 
drift type (Krall and Liewet, 1971) can operate 
over a much larger area (- r . ) and can provide 
the necessary resistivity fo•Zslow and explosive 
reconnec tion. 

The lower-hybrid-drift instability is a 
cross-field current driven instability which is 
an important source of anomalous transport in 
several plasma confinement devices (Commisso 
and Griem, 1976; Bretz and DeSilva• 197•). The 
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free energy necessary to drive this instability 
is provided by the cross-field current and in- 
homogeneities in the plasma and magnetic field; 
features which are inherent in the configuration 
of the reconnection process. Typically, the 
lower-hybrid-drift instability is characterized 
at maximum growth by 

• ¾ <• krLe • 1 and k ß B = 0 mr mLH ' mLH ' 

where m = m + i¾ and k are the complex fre- 
t 

quency and wavenumber of the mode, respectively, 
r_ = v /Q is the Larmor radius of species • 
an• m_.•= •m .(1 + m 2 /Q2)-1/2 is the lower 

M 1 e e 2 1 2 hybri• frequency. H•re. m = (•n e /m.) / 

cyclotron frequency and v = (2T /m_ ) • is the 
thermal velocity• all of species •. An impor- 
tant advantage of this instability is that it 

can be excited by weak currents, VD/V. > 2 •_./m.. (Friedberg and Getwin (przva•e communi- 
catz•on• where V D i• current velocity. 
This low excitatzon threshold persists even in 
the regime T. > T and is much smaller than the 
current threshold required to excite the ion 
acoustic instability under similar conditions 
(i.e., V•/v • 1). Moreover, it has been shown 

o e 
to produce substantial anomalous resistivity 
(Davidson and Gladd, 19%5). Recently, a com- 
prehensive analysis of this instability has been 
performed by Davidson et al. (19%%)whose theory 
is fully electromagnetic and accounts for both 
resonant and non-resonant VB orbit modifications 

of the electrons. We base our subsequent anal- 
ysis on this theory and only review its basic 
assumptions and results at this time• referring 
the reader to Davidson et al. (1977) for details. 

Review of Instability Theory 

The plasma geometry under consideration is 
shown in Fig. 1. We assume the only spatial 
variation is in the x-direction. The ambient 
magnetic field is in the z-direction while the 
equilibrium electric field is in the x-direction. 
The electrons drift in the y-direction with a 
mean fluid velocity (m_ • O)V = V_ + V• 

o e e • De •her• V_ = - cE /B is the equYlibrzum 
E x • v•locity,Xv_ = - (v2/2 • )b • n/bx is 

13e e e 
the electron diamagnetic' drift velocity and 
n = n • n. is the density. Equilibrium force 
balance on an ion fluid element in the x 

direction requires V. = V + V . .where V• - (v2./2n. •n/bx is t• lonEdiamagnetic drz•t- 
velocity. We consider the case where the ions 
carry no current in the y-direction so that 
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Fig. 1. Slab geometry and background config- 
uration. For the magnetotail• x is in the 
south-north direction• y is in the dusk-dawn 
direction and z is in the earthward direction. 

ß 2 ' 
where F1 = (sJ•(•)) • F2 = sJ (•)J (•)• Fs = 
jm(•)• • = k r_ • s o o o - es • s = v.•/v , A = 00 - k V• - k V_ • V_ =- •v /2Q )bf•mB/•x and J (•)Ys•the 

•e • e e B•ssel function of order n. An analytic 
solution to Eq. (1) can be found in the limit 
V E << v., T• >> Te, I•-k,v•l >> •k•B• and 
•m <•cmk •. It can be•s•o• the• that 

pe y 

= kZvZ x r 
e 

+ kZv'. z + pe k•v • (•- • (•)exp(-•)) o 
1 e 

(2) 

and 

• T 00 (00r_ky V )2 •: _ (•)• e r E 
T k v kyV i y i A 

(5) 

where 

v 

_- e VA I o(b)e -b 2Q x 
e 

[bf•n •f•B (l_b(1 - Ii(b)/i (b))] • •x -bx o 

b = k2r. 2 /2 and I_(b) is the modified Bessel 
function•eof order•Ln. Clearly an instability is 
possible (7 > O) when 00/k V^ < O. However, in 
general, Eq. (1) must be •o•ved using numerical 
techniques. 

v :-v . orgø :_ (Z/e•)b(•:)•x. •n=s 
zbrium electric field •cts to balance 

the ion pressure in the x direct•o•. We con- 
sider only flute perturbations (k.B = 0) and 
assume that k 2 >> k 2 >> (• n/•x )2 (•/• B/•x )2 
which justifies theXuse of the local approxi- 
mation (Krall• 1968). Furthermore• the electrons 
are assumed to be magnetized while the ions are 
treated as unmagnetized. This is reasonable 
since we are considering waves such that 
kr_. >> 1 and •. << 00 << Q . Finally• the weak 

1 i e 
inhomogeneity approximation is used (i.e.• 

Application to the Magnetotail 

To facilitate the application of the above 
theory to the magnetotail• we model the tail by 
a collisionless sheet pinch equilibrium. As- 
suming the ions carry no current in the y 
direction• it can be shown that the equilibrium 
profiles for a sheet pinch are (Harris• 1962• 
Hob, 1966) 

n(x) : no/cosh2(x/k) 

r•e (bf•n/bx) 2 << 1 and r. 2 (bf•B/•x) • << 1) and 
we assume •Te/•x = •Ti/•x •'=e O. 

Within the context of the above assumptions• 
a •/a •/a the general dispersion equation describing the where k = (c/V_)(T./2Wne) (1 + T /T. )- • 

lower-hybrid-drift instability is (Davidson et al ,: • e ß n = n(x = O) and B_ = B (x = + •). •e com- 
o Z -- 1976) ment that Eqs. (4)-(•) are derived assuming 

1 + k•'• (l+•iZ(•i)) + pe kZv z ( 1-• s x 
y e 

1 2øø2 1) 2øø2 2øø2 e pe •2 x + kzPc z • = _ pe cZk z kZv z 2 
y y y e 

wh•r• • = •/kv•, z(•) = (•)-•/•• ay • 
(_y2)/(y_•) and •x, •2 and •s are-d•fined by 

• F .Aexp ( -s 2 ) 

•J =S ds2 3 o 00 - kyVE - kyV% s2 

j = 1• 2• 3 

(1) 

B z(x) : B•tanh(x/k) (5) 
V E 

- B•tanh (x/k) (6) and E x (x) c 

bT/•x = 0 and V_/c << 1. Since the stability 
theory requires the electrons to be magnetized• 
our analysis is restricted to the region x > x 
where x = (2r. 1)•/2 (Hoh, 1966). Physically• e 

Le x is t•e distance a thermal electron travels 
f•om the neutral line before being reflected by 
the Lorentz force. Thus• electrons beyond x e 

generally do not cross the neutral line and 
their orbits can be determined using the guiding 
center approximation. 

We now evaluate Eq. (1) numerically based 
upon Eqs. (4)-(6) for a set of parameters typi• 
cal of the quiescent magnetotail. (T /T. = ß25, 

• 4 2 e • n = 10cm- • B_ = 2 x 10-G• T./m c '= 1•- 
O • e and V•/v. = 1.0). Figure 2a s•ows a.plot of 

n/n and B/Bm as a function of x/(c/00 ) where o e 

c/•pe = c/00pe(X = 0). Figure 2b presents 
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Fig. 2. Stability properties of the lower- 
hybrid-drift instability for parameters typical 
of the quiescent magnetotail. We assume that 

T /T i = .25, n = 10cm -s B• = 2 x 10-4G• T? • -- ß /m c z = 10-Søand VE/Vi 1.0 

A A A • ¾. /•_.., •./•_.. and 1/2 k,r__(T./T )1! as a 
M Lfi Pl LH t% - _ Pl L• I e 

function of xY{c/o3 ) where ¾, is the maximum 
growth rate as a f•ction of • •o and k_ are 

M M 

•he corresponding rea• frequency and wave number• 
%]4 --- COT.•4 ( X ---- • ) and rT.v. -- r. • < x = • ). A 1 though 
t•Ts in•Eability is sta•iliz• because of fin• te 
• effects (Davidson et al.• 1976) at x • 20c/• 
it is important to realize that there is insta p-e 
bility •ver a wide region of the sheet pinch for 
x >> c/• . We note that for these parameters 

e As ShownP•y Davidson and Gladd (1975) and 
Davidson (1976)• the instability can produce 
substantial anomalous resistivity. For example 
in th e limit V_ •< v.• T. >> T • •2 >>•2 and 

1 • e e •2 << c2k2, t•e resistzvity comp•ed on the 
b•is of quasilinear theory for momentum trans- 
fer is given by 

= • mi •LH ½w •an m •-• nT. (7) 
e pe z 

where ½ is the wave energy density. A p lausi- 
w 

b le upper bound on the wave energy is obtained 
by equating it with the total available free 
energy. 

1 m z ($) Jew ]Max = • n e VE 
in which case the resistivity is 

• (9) 
vi/ pe 

Note that this is ten orders of magnitude larger 
than the classical value (Spitzer• 1962) for 
typical tail parameters. The influence of 
electromagnetic effects on the anomalous re- 
sistivity is presently under investigation and 
preliminary results indicate that the estimate 
given by Eq. (9) is not significantly modified. 
These results• along with a study of the role 
of specific non-linear processes such as reso- 
nance broadening• plateau formation and ion 
trapping• and two dimensional particle simu- 
lations• will be presented in a future detailed 
paper. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

A comprehensive analysis of the detailed role 
of the instability and its consequences with 
respect to reconnection lies beyond the scope 
of this preliminary letter. However it is 
worth mentioning the following facts connected 
to the.present experimental and theoretical 
notions. (a) Observationally the instability 
will be detected as very low frequency electro- 
magnetic noise. In order to compute the ex- 
pected frequency range we should notice that 
• as determined by Eq. (1) is in the ion 

r 

reference frame (V. = 0)• which imp lies 
E ø = -/T./en) bn/•xZY• Transforming to the ref- 

x i o - 
ererice frame where E = O• as the case seems to 
be in the plasma she•t• the observed frequency 
i•b•iven by the Doppler shifted frequency 
• = • + k V • 2k V For the, parameters 

E ' ODS used in •ig. • with •_•v. 
• 15 Hz. However• for larger values of V E t•e 
observed frequency can increase by more t•an an 
order of magnitude. Observations of such low 
frequency electromagnetic turbulence have been 
reported in the plasma sheet /Scarf et al.• 
1974) and in the crossing of an inter- 
planetary D-sheet (FormiSano et al., 1974). 
(b) For the resistivity given by Eq. (9) the 
reconnection velocity u = •cZ/4•L will be given 
by 

c VA (10) • v i Lmp e 
where L is the width of the diffusion region. 
To be consistent with the assumptions used to 
obtain Eq. (10) we req•uire L > r•./P. Making 

d use of this condition an the quzescent para- 
meters in Fig. P• we find that u •< .08 V. which 
is typical of the values suggested by so•ar and 
magnetospheric observations (Parker• 1975 
(c) Although the analysis presented in •h•s 
letter is restricted to waves such that k.B = 
we point out that this instability can also 

occur for finite values of kll (Gladd• 1976). 
For this situation it has been shown by Lampe 
and Papadopoulos (1976) that the instability 
is capable of accelerati6g electrons parallel 
to the magnetic field to high energies (• MeV); 
which is important in understanding the 
acceleration mechanisms operating in the re- 
connection region. 

In summary• we have demonstrated that the 
lower-hybrid-drift instability can operate 
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over a substantial portion of the collisionless 
reconnection region and under conditions sub- 
stantially less strenuous than the ion acoustic 
instability. Preliminary considerations indi- 
cate that it can produce anomalous resistivity 
ten orders of magnitude larger than classical, 

reconnection rates of the order of 10-1VA, 
electromagnetic noise in the region between 
• < • << Q and field aligned relativistic 
e•Hectron fluxees. All these form the backbone 
of a reconnection theory consistent with 
observational requirements. 
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